
FASHION AND CLOTHES 

FASHION AND SHOPPING FOR CLOTHES 

 

 

How a person dresses depends on the occasion, their personality, their built, and the mood of 

the person. Some people think that following the latest trend is the only possible way to decide 

what to wear. 

In Hungary students are expected to dress up for oral exams. Most people dress up for family 

celebrations and when they go to parties. On church holidays people dress up for the service, 

too. 

On special occasions we have to wear our school uniform. For girls it consists of a white blouse, 

a black skirt, a black suit and black low-heeled shoes. Boys wear a black suit and a white shirt 

on school ceremonies. Everybody has a black tie going with the uniform. On the tie you can 

see the emblem of our school: a book under a palm tree. You also can read the motto of our 

school in Latin: Sub pondere crescit palma. In English it means: „Under heavy burden grows 

the palm tree”. We are very proud of this sentence. 

On usual schooldays I like wearing comfortable clothes. That’s why I wear jeans and a T-shirt 

most of the time, or a mini skirt (shorts) in the summer. With jeans I mostly wear trainers, with 

a skirt a pair of ballet flats. If I want to be more elegant, I put on a dress (suit) and wear a pair 

of high-heeled shoes (a pair of leather shoes) and I also like wearing jewellery, such as bracelets, 

necklaces or earrings. (I don’t like wearing ties, because they are very uncomfortable). 

When I feel depressed, I don’t like bright colours and jewellery. When I’m happy and feel 

confident, I put on clothes which some people would call extravagant. 

I like shopping for clothes at shopping centres. I prefer going with a friend as it is too difficult 

for me to choose and decide alone. First, I look around to see if I can find anything I like. I 

choose some pieces and take them to the fitting room to try them on. If the size isn’t good, I ask 

the shop assistant for another piece. If it suits me and the price is acceptable, I go to the cash 

desk and pay for it. 

Ordering clothes from a webshop saves a lot of time as you don’t have to go to shops and spend 

hours trying to find something good. You can choose the product and pay online and in a couple 

of days you get the pieces you ordered. If you are not satisfied with the quality or the size, you 

can send them back.    

Fashion always changes. Nowadays dark colours –black, brown, purple- are fashionable. I think 

you should wear what you like and what makes you feel comfortable. 
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